
DISCIPLESHIP TRAINING 
WEEK 7: PDP INTRO     

INTRO: Read this together as a GC.  

We will spend 2 weeks on the Personal Discipleship Plan (PDP). This week will be the “intro” to 
the PDP. Next week will be practically filling out the “first draft” of your PDP. 


The entirety of this GC-Wide Discipleship Training is for the purpose of maturing us as disciples 
of Jesus.The PDP is a practical discipleship tool structured around our 4 commitments: 1) Live 
for Jesus, 2) Live as Family, 3) Live on Mission, 4) Live to Multiply. We want to see “Everyone 
mature in Christ” - that’s our 3rd value as a church. Someone who is growing in these 4 
commitments is someone who is maturing in Christ. The PDP helps us “get practical” with a 
personalized plan to look more like Jesus.


BIG IDEA: The Personal Discipleship Plan (PDP) is the best tool we have for the most 
important thing, which is looking more like Jesus. Let’s use it.  

As a GC Leader: Take 3-5 Minutes to explain the structure of the PDP. Include things like: 
•4 Committments  
•SMART Goals (see PDP Packet link for more info) 
•Print/pass around/tell people about the PDP link online  

DISCUSSION: Get feedback, HEAR thoughts, cultivate excitement, navigate any hesitations, 
develop a “buzz” about the PDP.  

1. Think about your life and your past experiences. Think of times when you had a plan. Think 
of times when you didn’t have a plan. What are some reasons that having a “plan” can be 
worthwhile?


2. What do you like about the PDP?


3. What hesitations do you have with the PDP?


4. What experiences do you have with the PDP (or a similar tool) in the past?


5. The Culture of our Church Really Really Matters. That is our 3rd value as a church. Why is it 
important to know, remember, and feel like the PDP is a tool that is used in the context of a 
Gospel Culture that feels like “Safety and Time”?


6. How do you think the PDP can help you look more like Jesus?
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https://static1.squarespace.com/static/51e1cf07e4b0e2abc3e97c52/t/5c0873598a922d9e788e3e69/1544057689796/PDP+++%7C++Churchwide.pdf


DISCIPLESHIP TRAINING 
WEEK 7: PDP INTRO     

LEADER GUIDE: Take a few minutes and prep for your GC gathering by reviewing the Leader 
Guide below. 


SETTING THE PACE WITH YOUR OWN PDP 
• Do, have, and revise your own PDP regularly


THE CULTURE OF OUR CHURCH REALLY, REALLY MATTERS 
• The PDP gets to “live” within a Gospel Culture that feels like “Safety & Time”

• As a GC Leader, you may need to navigate through some of people’s “religious baggage”, 

legalism wounds


PDP Best Practices 
• Click HERE to see our 16 page PDP Packet including examples, resources, template, etc

• Revise PDPs regularly (quarterly is a good rhythm)

• The PDP is a “living document” that can and should be revised 


BIG WIN: Excitement surround the PDP and a clear next step for people to fill out their PDP 
(included in the training next week).  

PRAY: God, help us as a GC utilize the best tool we have for the most important thing, which is 
looking more like Jesus. 
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https://static1.squarespace.com/static/51e1cf07e4b0e2abc3e97c52/t/5c0873598a922d9e788e3e69/1544057689796/PDP+++%7C++Churchwide.pdf

